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If you take your laptop to destinations beyond the couch, you expose it to intermittent connectivity, greater risk of theft, batteries that always run out, and many other variables. Prepare your laptop for on-the-go productivity with these apps and utilities. Photo by jimmyroq. We've previously approached 10 tips for productive travel, covering aids for laptops,
smartphones and the people who use them. This list, however, is pure software, and hopefully adds more to mobile agility. Being able to work just about anywhere is a mixed blessing. If you're tired of dying of batteries,... Read more10. Auto-pause iTunes when you remove Sure headphones, it's kind of a niche download, but how stylish is it not to have to
worry about revealing the playlist pleasures to the room at sea? With the preferences panel/breakaway app installed in OS X, the iTunes playlist automatically pauses when the headphones are removed and resumes, with a discoloration, when connected again. That's it, but that's pretty handy. (Original post) Mac OS X only: Freeware application Breakaway
automatically breaks and resumes iTunes music... Read more9. Make it dual-monitor friendlyIf your laptop is the main computing workhorse, it's often easy to attach to a larger monitor for a two-screen setup. With different resolutions, sizes, and sometimes primary-sometimes-no setups, though, manually managing the two to your liking can be a headache.
Using an all-in-one utility, such as DisplayFusion or UltraMon to manage Windows monitors, or any of these downloads and tips to make most of the dual monitors, is aspirin for sometimes-mobile, sometimes-home setups. Now that you've added another monitor to your computer setup, you've got the real double screen... Read more8. Use a better Wi-Fi
connection manager for your Wi-Fi systemYou can tell you which hotspots are nearby and maybe what kind of security they use, but that's about it. With an app like NetStumbler or WeFi for Windows or iStumbler for Macs, you can get a lot more details about security, signal-to-noise, and other connection information available wherever you are. In the case of
WeFi, you can even harness the hive mind of fellow travelers to find an open and open place nearby. For more on finding decent Wi-Fi using software, websites, and coffee purchases, check out our definitive guide to find Free Wi-Fi.You're out and about with your laptop and you're in need of some quick internet connectivity. Here... Read more7. Tether
phone to laptopEven very fast 3G service doesn't feel so fast on a laptop, where you're probably used to the web being a experience thinking. However, when you just need to quickly grab an email or some important files, your phone's mobile network access can be a vital lifeline for a laptop without Wi-Fi. You can root and link an iPhone or simply link an
Android drive (Wi-Fi or USB) or a Palm Pre. Do you have anything else? June Fabrics Fabrics PdaNet apps probably get what you need, although they may be limited in their non-paid versions. AT&amp;T has been dragging your feet on tethering data for months now, so if you're tired of waiting for... Read more6. Save battery power (and power gracefully)If
you work away from a power cable often enough that battery life is a serious concern, a few downloads can make your car smarter about how it uses power and how it works when it's almost finished. Windows 7 and Vista machines can grab Aerofoil, a stylish little automator that turns things like Windows 3-D effects and background switching on or off
depending on battery power. Vista users also have Vista Battery Saver as an option-packed alternative. I haven't really found a similar program for Macs while they're running, but SmartSleep is a real-time and battery saver for those who frequently close the lid on their cars and expect a somewhat brisk start on return.5 Get friendly with Thunderbird 3There
are those who could tell you that Thunderbird, and desktop email in general, is dying. The mozilla desktop email client is, however, very close to a new version, and still makes it for the best means of accessing Gmail when its website is down, accessing email via IMAP, and syncing with a Google Calendar on any platform or even on a thumb drive. Even if it's
not the main means of reading and sending mail, knowing Thunderbird, especially the third edition of the much-refined edition, is a great way to ensure the accessibility of email on an airplane or anywhere else the laptop goes. There was a time when Mozilla's email client, Thunderbird, was as interesting as a game-changer as... Read more4. Get Back to
Mac or PCA a lot of companies are selling remote desktop software these days, with names like gotomyPC and back to my Mac. We're sure it works well, but they're really selling a boutique software tool experience you can otherwise get for free. Adam detailed to get back to the Mac without paying for it, along with some tips on building a similar system for a
PC that could then connect to a PC or Mac. Anyway, you're not detached from your home or work computer and its files, assuming you keep it on. Click to viewWhen Leopard was released, one of the most enticing new features was Back to My Mac, Read More3. Make it safe and track-ableThere are many free and wonderful apps for Windows and Mac
computers that prevent thieves and snoopers from getting from your data, along with tracking and identifying a Too many to list in a top 10 item, really-fortunately, Adam already rounded up most of them in a post on the thief-proofing laptop. I add two items to this list, however- Prey, an all-in-one tool for tracking down a stolen laptop and capturing images of
its captors, and FireFound, a Firefox add-on that reports its location when Firefox is running—so really more useful if the thief or buyer of stolen goods doesn't happen to be an Internet Explorer or Safari fan. (Original FireFound, Prey) PC World magazine rounds up eight tips to stop thieves from stealing your laptop, most... Read more2. Turn it into a
hotspotHotel parting with wired internet only, Wi-Fi cafes with purchase requirements or password – these are annoying, but not insurmountable obstacles for smartphones and friends who need connectivity. Connectify, a free windows 7 download (while in beta), makes the process dead simple. If you're running OS X, XP, or Vista, you can get hints about
opening your laptop's wi-fi with CNET video guide. (Original posts: XP/Vista/Mac Hotspots, Connectify). Click to viewIf you only have a wired ethernet connection and a room full of internet-hungry... Read more1. Keep your files syncedYou have enough to remember when running through the door – skip worrying about where your work files are by setting up
a universal sync system with a free app, such as Dropbox, SugarSync or SpiderOak, all of which can run on Windows, Mac, and Linux systems; in the case of Dropbox and SugarSync, they will also run on mobile platforms. Instead of worrying if that file was transferred between your desktop and laptop, these apps let you work from a universal folder that
updates for each system you own. Go ahead with Dropbox and similar tools with How-To Geek Tips to do more than just sync your files. Since Lifehacker turned me into Dropbox, it's become one of the most essential pieces in... Read more What apps and utilities are turning your laptop into a formidable and productive road warrior? Share links and tips in
comments. TikTok has a ton of video content and sometimes you may want to download TikTok videos to your devices. Downloading videos from TikTok lets you watch your favorite content even when you're not connected to the Internet. It also lets you share these files with others through your favorite sharing methods. There are different ways to download
TikTok videos on multiple devices. Download TikTok videos on Android If you're using an Android device, you have two ways to download TikTok videos to your phone or tablet. Using the TikTok App One way to download TikTok videos on Android is to use the official TikTok app. This method works for all videos in which the creator has enabled
downloading. Launch the TikTok app on your phone. Find the video you want to download. You'll see a few options on the right sidebar. Tap the option that has an arrow icon (it's for video sharing). On the next screen, you'll have more ways to share your selected video. Since you want to download TikTok video, tap Save Video. Wait for the video to be
downloaded to your device. You'll see live progress on the screen. You'll get a menu that lets you share your video. Tap Cancel because the video is now downloaded to your device. Open the Gallery app and you'll find the chosen TikTok video downloaded there. Using WhatsApp Some videos on TikTok do not offer Feature. However, there is a solution to
download these TikTok videos using WhatsApp. Launch WhatsApp on your phone. Tap the three dots in the upper-right corner and select New Group. Open the newly created group and tap its name at the top. Find the contact you added, tap it, and choose Remove. That'll get them out of the group. Launch TikTok on your device. Play the video you want to
download. Then tap the sharing icon in the right sidebar. On the Share To menu, tap WhatsApp. Select the newly created group to share the TikTok video with. Open File Manager and go to internal storage &gt; WhatsApp &gt; Media &gt; WhatsApp Video &gt; Sent. You'll find the TikTok video there. Download TikTok Videos On iPhone iPhone users have
three different ways to download TikTok videos. This includes downloading videos that cannot be downloaded. Using the TikTok Official App If the download is enabled for the video you want to download, you can use the TikTok app to save it to your phone. Open the TikTok app on your iPhone.Play the video you want to download. Tap the sharing icon on
the menu on the right. Select the Save Video option. Ignore the Share menu that appears on the screen and tap Finished to get rid of it. Downloaded TikTok Video will be available in the Photos app on your iPhone.A quick way to download video is to tap and hold the video and select Save Video. This does not require you to open the sharing menu. Using
Instagram If you come across a video that has disabled it, you can still download it to your phone using the Instagram app. Make sure Instagram is installed on your iPhone and you're signed in to your account. Open the TikTok app on your iPhone.Find the video you want to download. Tap the share icon in the right sidebar. Select Instagram from the Share
menu to share your video on Instagram. It will not actually be posted in your profile. Instagram post mode will open. Tap Cancel in the upper-left corner because you don't want to publish anything. Open the Photos app on your iPhone and you'll find the selected TikTok video downloaded there. Using Total Files If you're not using Instagram and want to
download a disabled TikTok video to download to your iPhone, you can use the Total Files app to do so. Open the App Store on your iPhone, search for Total files, and install it. Launch the TikTok app on your iPhone.Select the video you want to download. Tap the share icon in the right sidebar. Select Copy Link to Next Screen to copy the link to the selected
video. Open the Total Files app on your iPhone.Tap in the lower-right corner. Tap and hold the address bar at the top and choose Paste. Then hit Go to the bottom. Play the video on the next screen. Tap the video when it starts playing and you'll get a request. Tap the green check mark icon. Total files will ask you where you want to save the video. Choose a
destination and tap Finished. The video will be downloaded and to watch in the Total Files app. Download TikTok videos to a computer Download TikTok videos to a computer does not require application installation. All you need is access to the video link and you can download and save video to your Windows or Mac computer. Using the Page Source Code
you can access the source code of the TikTok video and get the video download link directly from there. Use the Copy Link feature from TikTok to your phone to copy the video link and send it to your computer. Open the link in a browser on your computer. Right-click the video and select Inspection. You'll see the download link so it's highlighted below. Open
it in a new tab. Right-click the video and select Save Video As. Using an online downloader There are many TikTok online downloaders to help you download TikTok videos on to your computers. Head over to the music siteDown downloader online. Paste the TikTok video link and click Download. Click Download MP4 Now on the next screen. What is your
favorite way to download TikTok videos to your devices? Let us know in the comments below. Under.
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